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Abstract
It is strange but not surprising that what Mqhayi wrote about more than a hundred years ago still applies and is even more relevant in contemporary contexts. This article, with its main focus on traditional poetry and essays in context, through the employment of biblical images, philosophy and some linguistic elements, is an attempt to demonstrate the unparalleled power of poetry permeated by the biblical spirit. The measure of Mqhayi's strength and articulation is in his unique artistic ability – using biblical language as a literary device.

1. Introduction

Traditional poetry has had a remarkable influence on almost all the literatures of the black community in South Africa. Delivered impromptu, charged with emotion, it has always been a medium of praise, criticism and entertainment. It has carried, and still carries with it various values in respect of the people's history, culture, language and education. When the Bible was introduced among the amaXhosa in the early 18th century, it did not take long for its spirit to imbue traditional poesy. Traditional praise poetry, to a large extent, has since been characterized by a plethora of biblical themes and overt biblical references. An examination of some poetry by SEK Mqhayi and a selected sample of his writings bear testimony to this assumption. In analysing his writings, a simple aesthetic approach will be followed to interpret and fathom his philosophical depth. It should be noted that the approach is not the essence, but Mqhayi's noble ideas will be explored and their impact and dimensional influence on other literatures accostated.

From the time the isiXhosa language was reduced to writing in 1823 by Rev John Bennie of Lovedale (Pahl 1988: xxiii), its biblical tone in the very first phrase to be printed could not be mistaken thus: inxambo zoXhena ezinhloko. With an overt biblical image by its reference to the Lord filli imono zoXhena ezikhulu (all the cattle belong to God), the text marked the beginning of a pioneering work by the missionaries, which not only added another dimension to the spreading of the gospel, as up to that time only the English Bible was the printed medium, but also marked the humble beginnings of isiXhosa literature, a new development heavily influenced by the church.

2. Biblical setting in isiXhosa literature

Such beginnings, humble and noble as they seemed to be, were nonetheless not without criticism. There is a sense of frustration in Mphahlele (1962:36) who subtly suggests that the biblical influence on literature in African languages left much to be desired.

Earlier, it was restricted by a strong religious and moral content in the narrowest sense because it was published by missionary presses and written by enthusiastic converts.

By implication, the church as the initiator of the movement of isiXhosa-written literature and language, not only had control over what could be published, but also upon those engaged in the writing. That was so because the church was the first body to act as a gate for blacks to Western and Christian values through modern education. It is in the brief history (Gérard 1990:107) of the beginnings of the writing of isiXhosa literature that one becomes aware of the strong network that the church imposed on black scholarly interests: 'The literature of South Africa was launched in earnest after the British, in 1806, had established their rule over the Cape colony, as part of their overall strategy in the Napoleonic wars. Although hostile confrontation between the Xhosa and white settlers did not abate, this was the period when the foundations of a written art in the language were laid: it was reduced to writing by the missionaries who set up a school and a press at Lovedale in 1824; the Bible was translated, vernacular journals were issued; hymns were written by converts; and the first major writer in Xhosa, Tyo Soga (1829-1878) translated part of the Pilgrim's Progress. The outcome was the first generation of Xhosa intellectuals, born in the 1850s: John Knox Blaikie (1855-1922), the Christian poet and biographer of Ntsikana, Walter Rubusane (1858-1916), a historian who was also renowned for an important collection of Xhosa oral love, John Tengo Jabavu (1855-1921), the tireless journalist who was largely responsible for the foundation of Fort Hare College in 1916 and Tyo Soga's son, John Hendriek Soga (1859-1941), a translator and hymn-writer who wrote several books in English on Xhosa customs and history.'

Needless to say that the scholars mentioned above became SEK Mqhayi's role models in many ways with Rubusane, in particular, becoming his mentor - Intonga enqininqwa ngeMqhayi, kuKgotla, as Jolobe (1974) notes in a poem in praise of intongi Yezise njelele, that being Mqhayi's honorary title. Their influence was widely spread and long after their bones in their graves had turned to soil, their names are still upheld and their works, ideas and ideals have become a legacy. All that they stood for is being memorialised, their grave sites rehabilitated and monumentalised in an effort to restore isiXhosa literature and cultural heritage. They have become a history never to be forgotten. Testifying to this in the foreword, Pitjana in Nqiyana (2008:x) assesses that indeed the effort:

... is an exercise in the recovery of intellectual traditions as a tool to a better understanding of contemporary society ... It is important if we are to understand the roots of debate and engagement, and the world of ideas and the influences which shaped the thinking of African men and women of ideas in the nineteenth and early twentieth century. It requires of us a very rigorous re-examination of the claims that are being made in today's politics, culture, philosophy and religion. It establishes the value of an intellectual tradition that is rooted in the cultures and common wisdom of the people, and yet is influenced by the cultures of the settler communities without the loss of language and traditions.
Traditional poetry continues to be used by contemporary leaders to milk its 'wisdom' to assist in decision making in politics and almost all other socio-cultural avenues. It is for this reason this traditional poetry will always be regarded as timeless. Although the generic argument in this article is biblical in intent and purpose, it will be discovered that Mqhayi in particular did not allow himself to be intimidated by Christianity, which he claims was brought to Southern Africa by people who had a hidden agenda.

The isiXhosa Bible, which was amongst the first books translated from English, was made easily accessible to everyone by the missionaries. It was freely distributed at schools and in churches. It is common knowledge that those who could not read listened attentively as it was read to them by those who were able to read. Christians in the amaXhosa community still memorize passages from the Bible to use them as a weapon to address situations of moral degeneration and, at the same time, to use the poetic dynamism in them to add weight to their advocacies of social reforms.

Furthermore, since the language of the Bible invariably interweaves itself in common language usage echoing significantly pure and lofty expression, it follows upon facts that in all communities, the Bible is a revered book which is read not only for the message, but also for its good idioms, much to the appreciation of Cook (1970:6):

To enrich and ennoble the language of a race is to enrich and ennoble the sentiments of every man who has the command of that language.

As a book of unprecedented philosophical profundity, obviously people read the Bible to draw from it the love and pursuit of wisdom and knowledge and Mqhayi and his community was no exception.

3. SEK Mqhayi face to face with the Bible

Mqhayi's works are always held in the highest esteem because other than his rich vocabulary and special talent to invent words, he was imbued by the spirit of the Bible which manifests itself in no uncertain terms in his art. In the same manner as the Bible does, his writings set up in the minds of his readers' ideals of liberty, personal integrity of social conscience and responsibility. This is true especially of his traditional poetry which could be described as being prophetic at times.

With the situation in existence as mapped out above by Gérard, Mqhayi was born more than fifty years after the isiXhosa language was reduced to writing: ṛuuliwa nqomhla woka-1 kaDhesene 1875. Wakhulela phansi kwempondlele samukweleni amtengo Elija Makwane, PT Mzimba noqolin Tengo Jabava (Moropa 1991:41), (he was born on the 1st of December 1875) and grew up under the influence of scholars such as Elija Makwane, PT Mzimba and John Tengo Jabava. A tradition of reading and writing had already been set in motion and was gaining momentum. Mqhayi was one of the beneficiaries of that tradition and invariably was directly influenced by the Bible. He was engaged in the school situation early in his school life as a teacher trainee, wagoniwa matsabalungwini benkonzo (Moropa 188).
A writer of numerous church hymns, in his works Mqhayi draws upon the Bible as a treasury of imagery and he uses it as a book best familiar to him and to his readers. Some of the hymns he penned illustrate how his literary abilities were used to blend the modern and the traditional elements of writing and thinking in bringing out biblical images. The themes of his hymns (Incwadi Yomculo Etsikhosa: NqomunZlwulo aseNtombi) range from eulogistic exhortations underlining God’s greatness such as Hambo nathi Mhlekazi - ke (Go with us Great One); Hlalo nathi, Nokwazi lwaMqhayi (Abide with us Lord, King of Kings); Yesu Nyana kaDAvid (Jesus, Son of David), to the prayer for blessings: Baleleni eNkosi (Give Thanks to the Lord); Nkoko enyiko! Nkoko enyiko! (Thither He ascends, There He ascends); Sibesel’ interukela (We thank the blessing) and giving oneself to the Lord; Sifungabalele lwwe (We rely on You); Yiphi impeselwa wam (Joy to my soul); Yithabathe le nthwalo (Take away this load); Viziva angamandla akho (Come with Thy Might).

The roots of biblical influence were given further strength by his work of helping in translating and revising the Union version of the Bible (Scott 1976:31). This afforded him intimate acquaintance with words and phrases, constructions simple and complex, but effective, which he later made to serve as his standard of writing. This was further fortified by his natural talent in the language, an ability which reflects clearly in his works. Tracing isiXhosa literature from down the ages to the present, it will be discovered that a great number of writers have drawn their inspiration from the Bible and their works have been fairly influenced by its principles and have also had great influence in shaping their language. What Ackerman (1971:12) says about the influence of the English Bible to English writers is pertinent to how the isiXhosa Bible influenced amaXhosa writers of all decades as well:

The Bible was for generations the chosen companion of all men, from the highest to the humblest. Consciously or unconsciously it was adopted by everyone as a guide to the best usage. Never perhaps in the history of any tongue has a single book so profoundly affected universal expression as has the English Bible.

The historical background of isiXhosa literature at the time of Mqhayi’s birth as well as his general outlook reflected in his works, are some of the indicative landmarks which his home education was grounded on the Bible as indeed it was (Mqhayi 1975). He became one of the most profound, insightful and inspiring writers of his time. There is such a natural flow of biblical ideas and phrases especially in his poetry that leads one to believe that his exceptional knowledge of the Bible (Ackerman 1971:27):

... can only be explained by a supposition that he studied the Book until its thoughts and teachings, its story and personalities, had fairly burned themselves into his memory and became part of his being.

Mqhayi’s interpretation of the Bible is in line with the kind of life he lived and as such tried to find answers from it to address the isiXhosa situation at hand.

4. The Bible in SEK Mqhayi

What makes Mqhayi’s work a useful instrument in the interpretation of human experience is that the Bible itself is literature and that according to Nylen (2005:1) “virtually every page of the Bible is replete with literary technique and to possess the individual texts fully, we need to read the Bible as literature,” supports every scholar’s view that the literary dimension of Mqhayi’s poetry ‘resides in its embodiment of recognisable human experience.’ He does not only use the Bible to enhance imagery, but makes it part of his literary chemistry as will be observed in the following paragraphs.

4.1. Words and phrases from the Bible

On examining some of Mqhayi’s works, there will be found abundant evidence of that intimate knowledge of the Bible. Besides alluding and sometimes quoting directly from the Bible, it is the spiritual vision of Mqhayi’s mind that reflects the idealism of the Bible. One such example, the only one that will be cited in this regard, could be discerned in his poem titled MI Ndakazi Omhle! (Hall! Great One!) (Bennie 1969:19), one of his best eulogies in praise of the Lord. Notably, he opens the poem with a quotation from the Old Testament, a practice he adopts consistently in many of his works:

Ngakhe oka iya lamina umqondiso ogqhayo (Iwosi: Uyabona, iNkosini le iya kumitha, izile nyalu, imthiye igama umonkezela. Is: 7:14)

(Therefore the Lord himself shall give you a sign; Behold, a virgin shall conceive and bear a son, and shall call his name Immanuel.) (Is: 7:14)

After this quotation he praises that about whom it was prophesied in the extract above (1971:27):

1. Bayethe, Kunkanii! All hail, the King!
2. Thola lentombi yolwaYeda, Calm of the Jewish lass,
3. Weno, Sonini-nanini! Thy, the Everlasting;
4. Weno, Joy! Onikuthi wezithwele, Thy, the Dearest to multitudes,
5. Ngicinci’ikhukhululwana! ImpiloBophela, Heart of those in want of the Spirit;
6. Zibel’ imithandwa ephelanesi, Bringer of peace to warring parties;
7. Lung’ ukhulu IsibekweMzulu, Great righteous one of the Heavens,
8. Bayethe, Kunkanii! All Hail, the King!
9. Weno, mahl’ ajengawesibane, Thy, eyes like a lamp,
10. Weno, Tsanwe, lamaiTshawe; Thy, Prince of Princes;
11. Weno, simunye-ranuza sesinunze, Celebrity of the celebrities;
12. Wena Mhle ngokwenyanga, Thy, Handsome as the moon,
13. Wena Khwezi lomso; Thy, the Morning Star;
14. Wena Liwa laPhakade, Thy, Rock of Ages,
The poem follows the mode of typical traditional eulogy by employing the elements that are symbolic of an isiXhosa background in lines 2 and 5. These are reinforced by incorporating in the eulogy heavenly bodies with strong biblical imagery. ‘Greatness’, ‘glory’ and ‘hope’ are associated with these as in lines 12 and 13. There are strong but subtle allusions to the Bible in lines 4 as Jesus was followed by multitudes of people who listened to his sermons as for instance (Matthew 5:1-2) ‘be ye, askedibana izithwakwazi eze, wenyula intaba; waza afakwa phantsi, beza laye afabundu bakhe, wawunisa umlomo wakhe wakunjifunda esthikwa’ Jesus saw the crowds and went up a hill, where he sat down. His disciples gathered around him and he began to teach them. In line 9, Mqhaya intimates that Jesus is the symbolic lamp that should light up the place for all to see and as such ‘no one lights up the lamp and puts it under a bowl; instead he puts it on the lamp stand, where it gives light for everyone in the house’ (Matthew 5:15).

Thus far in this paragraph, it should be realised that Mqhaya uses the Bible not only as a reference in praise of the Lord, but also quotes from it words and phrases (lines 1-15) to reinforce his themes and to illuminate his impressions. His use of the Bible to reflect certain images in it could further be outlined in the following manner:

4.2. Excerpts from the Bible in SEK Mqhaya’s poetry

Mqhaya uses relevant extracts from the Bible to reinforce the central idea of his poem. The amount of biblical text in direct quotations and/or paraphrases of the Bible interpenetrating his writings with the spirit of the Bible indicates his strong moral belief in the strength of the Word (Umntetlana Wabantu, 2 July 1927). These texts with their philosophical outlook heighten the seriousness in the themes of his poems and prose in which he speaks from faith and also on the value of virtue finding its highest embodiment in the morality taught by the Bible (Mqhaya 1942). Below are direct quotations from the Bible used symbolically at the beginning of the poem to focus attention on the theme and meaning of the poem. After a quotation from certain selected poems, follows a brief discussion to highlight its relevance in terms of the thoughts emphasised as in the following:

4.2.1. L-Kresnesi ka-1928 (p.12)


(There shall not be found among you anyone, that maketh his son or daughter to pass through the fire, or that useth divination, or an observer of times, or an enchantor, or a witch, or a charmer, or a consoler with familiar spirits, or a wizard or a necromancer. For all that do these things are an abomination unto the Lord: and because of these abominations the Lord thy God doth drive them out from before thee. Thou shalt be perfect with the Lord thy God. For these nations, which thou shalt possess, hardened unto observers of times, and unto diviners: but as for thee, the Lord thy God hath not suffered thee so to do.)


(And when they shall say unto you, seek unto them that have familiar spirits, and unto wizards that peep, and that matter: should not a people seek unto their God? For the living to the dead?) (Isaiah 8:19)


(But evil men and seducers shall wax worse and worse, deceiving, and being deceived.) (Timothy 3:13)

Mqhaya celebrated the end of almost every year with a eulogy in praise of the Lord’s blessings. A poem of thanksgiving for a worthwhile year of spiritual fulfillment and material prosperity as well as encouragement to those who fell victim to misfortunes. The poem would also serve as a reminder that people should concentrate on those things which would gain them blessings as is the case in Krevesesi ka-1928. He calls on people to make a resolution to heed God’s warnings against unholy practices as indicated for instance in quotations [1, 2] and [3] above. He charges that he himself is not in a position to stop the people’s waywardness, but the warning is a very serious one as it is His Word that:

[4] Lethethwa ngumusa ngamandla

It speaks with authority and force!

Lethetha ngumusa ngamandla

(It speaks with authority and force!)

Luwana namekima tlenzani!

(Voice with authority of the Maker!)

Ingangamsho' enkulu yathuluphazulu!

(His Greatest of the Heavens!)

Ulwana bariwensile icAMA lalozani!

(He roars as they shiver, His name!)
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Who dares stand against a voice of authority as the one portrayed by Mqhayi. It is, however, the manner in which he uses the biblical language to reinforce his own language and idiom that magnifies the image of the greatness of God. As in [2] and [4] above, Mqhayi uses metaphorical allusions to refer to the Lord indicating His Greatness. The central line of the poem, udl bềmenda’iinyuquko (I call for rebirth) (p 13) which also suggests its main theme is directly linked to the warning contained in quotations [2]. People should leave all their wicked ways such as believing in witchcraft - oohlle neempandumla neenyola (tikutolosh, lighting birds and snakes) - and embrace the Word.

4.2.2. *I-Kresmisi* ka 1934 (p 15)


(Back and tell John what you have seen and heard). (Luka 7:22-23)

To Mqhayi the birth of Jesus couched in the term Christmas indicates, among other things, the cleansing of sins. That is why he urges his people to rejoice for the coming of *I-Kresmisi* ka 1934. He uses poetry [5] to list proof from scriptures that Jesus is the Messiah and that this cannot be denied. The proof consist of observable deeds and actions that were experienced by the people during Jesus’s time and reported for us to read and believe in our present time. This idea is more emphasised in 6 below.

4.2.3. *Nguyenu* (p 18)


(What must the boy do? What kind of a life must he lead?) (Judges 13:12)

The poem is about the birth of Christ and all that surrounded that event. Mqhayi links it with the birth of Samson [5] as the angel could have been a pre-incarnation appearance of the Lord. As Samson was destined to rescue Israel from the Philistines, Jesus would rescue us from Satan as depicted in his poem. The theme that Jesus is the Saviour is reinforced by the use of the quotation below:

[7] *Zith’izithungwa seZulu;*

[Say the angels of Heaven;]

*zoo kusindis’ilisezwe,*

(He is going to save the world)

*Kwimubhiziso koSathana,*

(From being annihilated by Satan.)

Communication is what communication is and for their plight people should continue to seek ways of finding channels to reach the spiritual world above and hence the vigilance that the people should take all the time in their lives as in Umqondiso (sign or symbol) below:

4.2.4. *Umqondiso* (p 20)

[8] *INkosi lya kuthinta Umqondiso Ngyalwane. (Is 7:14)*

(Well then, the Lord himself will give you a sign) (Is 7:14)

In this poem, Mqhayi tries to make the point that people should not find excuses for not wanting to communicate with the Lord just as Ahaz refused to test the Lord with a sign. All the time people should be thirsty to hear about good things and for that matter, things that would change their life for the better. To him the birth of Christ is a sign of hope that people will be liberated from oppression and other restrictive measures imposed on them by their conquerors, the colonists.

4.2.5. 1929 (p 24)

[9] *Kuba ndingaYehova igqirha leho. (Eksod 15:26)*

(I am the Lord, the one who heals you) (Ex 15:26)

In this poem, Mqhayi reflects on the year 1929 during which people did not have a good harvest. He blames the misfortune on the waywardness of his people especially their adherence to witchcraft and witchdoctors. He refers everyone to his greatest ‘witchdoctor’ whom he calls Makalwane-Mathathu (Holy Trinity). Of interest is the manner with which he adopts the method of consulting a witchdoctor in the Christian environment. The refrain is used for emphasis and this has the effect of making the situation familiar and easily comprehensible to those whom he tries to persuade:

[10] *NdingaYehova igqirha leboho:*

(I am Jehovah your healer)

*Vumani!* *Siyawuma!*

(Agreed! We agree!!)

*Vumani!* *Siyawuma!*

(Agreed! We agree!!)
This is a typical example of a writer who tries every means available to objectively change the people's way of life and manner of thinking. One could sympathise with Mqhayi because all the condemnations used by the missionaries could not divorce the amaXhosa people from the practice of consulting amayiqhama. Be that as it may, Mqhayi should be applauded for his attempt at recomposing traditions by compromising the scriptural language in order to create a more realistic milieu which the amaXhosa would understand and appreciate.

4.2.6. U-1931 no-1932 (p 27)


(I will bless you, Egypt, my people.)

There is an interesting aspect concerning this quotation in that the revised Bible does not have ino-Africa. In this research no version of any Bible was found to contain ino-Africa or Africans. Since Mqhayi had helped with the translation and editing of the Union version of the Bible, many other versions have flooded the market. Ma-Africa in the context of the opinion might be viewed as relevant since the countries mentioned in the Bible are in Africa. The countries mentioned in this verse, Egypt, Assyria and Israel were generally at loggerheads whereas in Christ former enemies may unite in love. People and nations that are poles apart politically should worship together as friends. That is one of the recurring views in the works of Mqhayi. It is also the major theme of this poem. When the year ends people rejoice and when the new year dawns people still rejoice. Mqhayi uses personification to depict good relationships between people. As 1931 (personified) comes to an end, umayiq'omhlabo ubukwa njala njalo. (the old year is always appreciated) and 1932 starts, wingamani nindingi umayiq' onathu (enter the new year rejoicing), people should emulate this act by glorifying the Maker.

Other poems in which Mqhayi has used direct quotations from the Bible to strengthen the theme and add quality to language are the following:

4.2.7. Umfa 'Unhlekeza Seeiso Griffith (p 33)

[12] Uyo phi na umthathuzele wam esingqaleni? (Jer 8:18)

(I am sick at heart.) (Jeremiah 8:18)

Umfa U-Charlotte Manyhi Maxeke (p 35)

[13] Ndeduka ndinganina kwamenyeni (Gwebi 5:7)

(Came like a mother for Israel.) (Judges 5:7)

4.2.8. Umfi Umfa John Salilo (p 37)
In these poems not only does he use direct quotations showing Biblical influence and images, but also uses the general language of the Scriptures to give the poem the desired Biblical tone. Sometimes he prefers to use out of the ordinary Biblical expressions to enhance his own idiom. As a result the language becomes dignified and lends weight to his message. It should be noted that Mqhayi's method of allusion does not follow a designated pattern such as using the same Biblical idea or motif to refer to a number of events in his essays. He alludes to the Bible whenever the situation demands and these vary in terms of the subject he is discussing.

5. Poetic essays

It is not by any choice but necessity that Mqhayi alludes to the Bible when voicing his concerns about those who use the Bible for their personal gain. Among his subjects of criticism are some church authorities. The essay titled

\[Indlela yeNkosi\] (The way of the Lord) is a typical example of an effort by Mqhayi in which he uses the allusion to broaden the substance of his essay with a view to criticising a certain wrong. The central idea in the essay is, in fact, a person's search for God by finding the way to Him which is difficult because 'my thoughts, says the Lord, are not like yours, and my ways are different from yours' (Is 55:8-9). In this essay, Mqhayi is critical of those who make others suffer by creating a situation which prevents any relationship with the Lord. The destruction of traditional isiXhosa values and religion by the missionaries in preference for methods that were foreign to the amaXhosa, was a contributory factor to social disorder. \[Indlela yeNkosi\] (The way of the Lord) portrays a disastrous situation after people lost communication with the Maker caused by others who were self-centred and bent on undermining other people's thinking. The essay in fact revolves around the fact that it is not man who should decide for the Lord about his people. This idea links up well with his general image that since all people are equal before their Master, they have no reason to discriminate against others or see others as inferior, a situation against which he comments vehemently in all his works. And furthermore, it is not true that God is the God of white people only, just because they brought the idea of the Bible to the amaXhosa people. God is God for all nations, \[Uthixo wesizwe nentlingana \rightleftharpoons Uthixo olwama konke\] (God of nations - God who reigns over all) as in Romans (14:11). Mqhayi explains the situation in the following manner:

\[Into esiyunjindleyo kwisizwe ezinhlohe, sifunde ukuza olwaba ulwawa njengokuba wayelelwana kuthi; kakhulu umfundo evala omanye esimeliso lukoqo, kude kze ezipalamenteni zamandodo, kade kuye ebindlu ezalentwane. Sifunde kwisizwe ezinhlohe izinto esthe singazindawo lamnandi, indlela yeNkosi ezimthetho ezinto esthe singazindawo lamnandi, umfundo ephakamileyo nenkosi, umfundo enxolo wona tessza, umfundo eziscoxolwa wokonde le wokode le uYesu Krestu.\]

(What we learned from the white nations is that God reigns over us in the same way as He does to them; there is a chain of communication which starts from the king, to the parliaments down to the women and children. We learn from the white nations about things that we did not understand, school education, philosophical education and very scientific education, knowledge through His Son Jesus Christ).

What transpires in the passage above is that the life of every individual is bound by faith in God from the youngest to the oldest. The social fabric which establishes unity with the Almighty should be kept intact. In his essays, Mqhayi acknowledges the importance and, at the same time, is grateful for the civilisation brought by the Europeans. He views it as one of the greatest phenomena to have happened to his people. However, he is mindful of the fact that this was an act of God. Those who brought civilisation and the Word to the amaXhosa should therefore not claim its acceptance as their own victory as it is something that is 'iyinfihlela engayiyana wakhe uYesu Krestu.' [secret of His Son Jesus Christ].

Using an array of biblical allusions to highlight the plight of blacks, Mqhayi also lashes out at their moral degeneration caused by the misunderstandings which emerged between the amaXhosa people and those who brought Christianity to them. \[Umfundo neNkosi\ (Education and the Word) With its biblical overtones, it is a direct challenge to authorities who used the two concepts, education and Christianity, largely as tools for manipulation to break down the old-age culture that existed. To magnify his images of reconciliation of traditions, he uses the parallel of the seven, the good seed and the good soil as an example to illustrate a situation obtained among the amaXhosa people. This situation was directly opposite to the one in which (Matt 13:8):

\[Entjwayo se zama kwalo wona umhlabo omhle, zanika izikhona, olanye bhukwa ilikhama, olanye amahumani amathathu, nolanye amahumani amathathu.\]

(Some seed fell on good soil, and the plants produced corn, some produced a hundred grains, others sixty, and others thirty).

In spite of the fact that amaXhosa accepted the Word (seed) they still did not bear the desired fruit i.e. stay away from superstition, backbiting and laziness. Instead people,
especially in the urban areas, indulged in self-destruction, a situation which Mqhayi also
decides as she, according to Opland (Furniss & Gunner 1995:164) 'rements the loss of rural
values in the cities'. This creates the impression that in the isiXhosa situation, although
'some seed fell on good soil,' the plants produced weeds.

Alluding to the Bible again, Mqhayi is not surprised by the nature of such a situation,
because some of the missionaries were not honest enough in their duties as they allowed
themselves to become the political instruments of the colonialsists, as Barker (1994:153)
also points out that 'subsequent events, however, quickly made them change their minds.
With a large number of evangelists supplementing their incomes by acting as either
government spies or land agents.' Mqhayi unequivocally maintains that:

[25] Xa abafundi babathunywe uluba bahambali lalo lona, bavakalise indaba ezizungileyo
babaphaptiza, babathunywe lwo nti yodwa, benegenenyana ke ngenkonzana
nakuthana kwezo siza, enveni kokuba belevalakilele uadwa olungileyo,
babaphaptiza.

(When the disciples were commanded to go to the world to announce the good news
and baptise, they were sent to do just that and should therefore not be faulted for
nations that fell after they had spread the good news and baptised).

The above allusion to Matthew 28:19-20, 'go then to all peoples everywhere and make
them my disciples: baptise them in the name of the Father, the Son, and the Holy Spirit, and
teach them to obey everything I have commanded you' has far reaching connotations
regarding Mqhayi's impressions about the work and intentions of the missionaries who
used coercive methods to obtain compliance with some of their moderising demands. The
amaXhosa had to accept, as a complete code of conduct, all teachings which the
missionaries claimed were from the Bible. Mqhayi's sentiments that the missionaries were
partly to blame for lack of commitment on the part of the black converts and a general
indifferent attitude towards Christianity and education on the part of a larger section of the
amaXhosa people, are shared by Sithole (1968:84) when he also intimates that the
missionaries had a hidden agenda:

Their primary goal was to propagate the gospel of Christ to their fellow human beings,
although it was not uncommon that some of them were more interested in the
propagation of their own culture rather than the gospel of Christ. (author's emphasis)

Using subtlety of term [25] Mqhayi manages to bring out the fact that the missionaries
undermined the culture of the people and that was a concern. His allusions are subtly
employed in order to strengthen idiom and underline message. At no stage does he allow
the biblical language to overshadow his style. His paraphrasing of the biblical language [25]
for instance is one of the methods he uses so that attention remains on his text rather than
on the event to which he alludes. As a result, the biblical layer only lends depth and
authenticity to the theme of his essays.

6. Conclusion

The discussion in this article has clearly elicited that Mqhayi uses words and phrases which
can be traced to the Bible indicating, therefore, a mind that has learned to lean on it in its
comprehension. The phraseology characteristically gives his texts a biblical tone which in
turn heightens the seriousness of his conceptions and the philosophy behind his thoughts.
This has also had the effect of causing his writings over the years to become an enduring
rejuvenation for the isiXhosa language. This is mainly due to him being imbued with the
spirit and atmosphere of the Bible that reflects on his philosophical images. As with the
entire spirit of the Bible, Mqhayi could also be associated with ideals of liberty, personal
integrity of social conscience, of faith and social responsibility, the very aspects with which
the Bible concerns itself.
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